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Letter to the Editor

Correspondence re: M. J. Egorin et al. Pharmacokinetics and Dosage Reduction of eis-Diammine(l,l-

cyclobutanedicarboxylato)platinum in Patients with Impaired Renal Function. Cancer Res.,
Â¿Â¿â€¢5432-5438,1984.

Egorin et al. ( 1) proposed a dosing scheme to predict drug-
induced thrombocytopenia in patients treated with c/s-diam-
mine( 1,1-cyclobutanedicarboxylato)platinum (carboplatin).
Pharmacokinetic studies on ten previously untreated patients
showed a linear relationship between the area under the curve
of ultrafilterable platinum in plasma and the percentage of
reduction in platelet count observed 2 to 3 weeks after carbo
platin administration. Also, plasma clearance of non-protein
bound (ultrafilterable) platinum correlated with renal function
as measured by the creatinine clearance test (1). From these
relationships, linear equations were developed to calculate the
carboplatin dosage for both previously treated and untreated
patients, based on the patients' creatinine clearance and body

surface area. More recently, these workers have applied these
equations in 44 courses of carboplatin given to 24 patients (2).

We have administered 400 mg/m2/30 min. i.v. infusion of
carboplatin to 15 previously untreated patients with adenocar-
cinoma of the ovary and a creatinine clearance of >60 ml/min.
Platelet reduction was estimated after a time interval of 17-25
days. The observed percentage of reduction in platelets in these
patients was 10-91% (mean -l- SD, 52 + 21%) and did not
agree with the values calculated (range, 72-78% platelet reduc
tion) from the equations proposed by Egorin et al. (1).

One possible reason for this discrepancy could be that the
platelet count was not monitored frequently enough to deter
mine the precise "nadir" in individual patients. However, some

theoretical and experimental considerations cast doubt on the
validity of the proposed equations. The final equation of Egorin
et al. is

O = 317- (R - 82.1) + 447 (A)

where D is the dose (mg/m2), R is the percentage of reduction
in platelet count, A is the body surface area (m2), and C is the

creatinine clearance (ml/min). A major difficulty has been our
inability to derive the above equation from the published linear
regression lines fitted to their experimental data. Nevertheless,
rearranging Equation A yields

(B)

Consider the effect of variations in the C/A ratio. In the
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physiological range, 10 < C < 130 ml/min and 1.3 < A < 1.8
m2, the maximum and minimum values encountered clinically

for C/A would be approximately 100 and 6, respectively. Vary
ing the dose at these limits leads to the theoretical range,
imposed by Equation B, in platelet reduction. For example, at
a dose of 200 mg/m2, the possible range of platelet reduction
is 4-78% whereas at the commonly used dose of 400 mg/m2,

Equation B predicts that platelet reduction in all previously
untreated patients must fall within the range 67-81%. Further
more, the predicted percentage of reduction in platelets is
independent of C/A at 447 mg/m2. Above this dose level,

patients with the highest creatinine clearance for a given body
surface area are predicted to show the greatest reduction in
platelet count. Thus, at doses approaching or greater than 447
mg/m2, the equation becomes clinically meaningless. A similar

line of reasoning applies to the proposed equation for patients
who have received extensive prior myelosuppressive therapy.

These theoretical considerations indicate that the carboplatin
dosing equations proposed by Egorin et al. should be viewed
with caution. Experimentally, the observed linear relationship
between a pharmacokinetic parameter (plasma ultrafilterable
platinum area under the curve) and the dose limiting toxicity
(% platelet reduction) for carboplatin, which forms the funda
mental basis of the proposed dosing scheme, should be con
firmed. Until such data become available, our policy is to
consider a low initial platelet count (<200,000 cells/Ml) and a
low creatinine clearance (<60 ml/min) as "important risk fac
tors" in the development of carboplatin induced thrombocyto
penia at dose levels of 400 mg/m2 or greater.

R. G. Fish
M. D. Shelley
H. Griffiths
M. Adams
South Wales Radiotherapy and Oncology Service
Velindre Hospital Whitchurch
Cardiff, CF4 7XL United Kingdom
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Reply
We appreciate the points raised in the above letter by Fish et

al. We are unable to comment on the reproducibility of the
equations which Dr. Fish and colleagues question because those
are not the ones which we chose to evaluate prospectively. Our
published study (1) prospectively validating dosage reduction
in previously untreated patients used the relationship
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Dosage (mg/m2) = (0.091) creatinine clearance\
body surface area /

/pretreatment platelet count
i - platelet nadir desired

\ pretreated platelet count
x 100 + 86

As indicated in that paper (1), previously untreated patients
experienced a reduction in platelet count of approximately
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50,000 less than predicted whereas patients who had received
heavy previous treatment with cytotoxic therapy experienced
approximately 15% greater reduction of platelet count then
predicted. We have continued to use this dosage reduction
equation in Phase II studies ongoing at our institution and have
found continued reproducibility between the relationships in
predicted and observed changes in platelet count.

We would like to stress that both sets of equations published
in our initial investigation of the pharmacokinetics of carbopla-
tin patients with renal dysfunction (2) were developed with data
spanning areas under the curve of 40-70 fig/ml â€¢h. We would
strongly caution that these linear relationships may not be
extrapolatable outside of this range. In fact, we have subse
quently analyzed the relationship between area under the curve
and percentage of change in platelet count (3), using all of our
Phase I data, including that from our original Phase I trial (4).
This analysis, which investigated a much broader range of areas
under the curve, showed that the complete relationship of
percentage of change in platelet count versus area under the
curve is better described by the Hill equation (5), an analysis
that we have used in trials of menogaril (6) and hexamethylene
bisacetamide (7). Therefore the linear relationships published
may not be as precise at very low or very high areas under the
curve.

Finally, we are in wholehearted agreement with Dr. Fish and
colleagues concerning the importance of a low initial platelet
count and a low creatinine clearance as risk factors in carbopla-
tin induced thrombocytopenia. Our initial studies investigating
the necessity of dosage reduction of carboplatinum treated
patients with reduced creatinine clearance reflected our recog
nition of the importance of renal clearance of this drug (4, 8).
Our analysis of pharmacokinetic versus pharmacodynamic ef
fects of carboplatin reflects recognition of the fact that a platelet
nadir may not adequately reflect the degree of myelosuppression
induced by a given agent and that such a pharmacodynamic
effect is far more accurately reflected in the change in platelet

count (or WBC count), i.e., requiring consideration of the
pretreatment count in each patient.

Merrill J. Egorin
Alan Forrest

University of Maryland School of Medicine
Division of Developmental Therapeutics
University of Maryland Cancer Center
Baltimore, Maryland 21201
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